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Introduction
Australian used-vehicle prices reached yet another all-time high in November. According to the
Datium Insights-Moody’s Analytics Price Index, wholesale used-vehicle prices are 33% above
where they were at this point last year. Price growth has slowed considerably since the historic
jump in values began in May. From May through August, prices rose anywhere from 6% to 11%
on a monthly basis. In November prices rose at below 1% month over month, less than half the
rate of any month since May. In fact, prices fell slightly across the widely popular truck/ute/SUV
segment in November.
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A

ustralian used-vehicle prices reached yet another all-time high in November. According to the Datium
Insights-Moody’s Analytics Price Index, wholesale used-vehicle prices are 33% above where they were at
this point last year (see Chart 1). Price growth has slowed considerably since the historic jump in values
began in May. From May through August, prices rose anywhere from 6% to 11% on a monthly basis. In November
prices rose at below 1% month over month, less than half the rate of any month since May (see Chart 2). In fact,
prices fell slightly across the widely popular truck/ute/SUV segment in November.
The November price divergence between
passenger cars and larger vehicles has happened because trucks and SUVs have begun
to approach a price ceiling. It could be said
that this is no longer your father’s used-car
market where 20% of the vehicle’s MSRP
was lost when driven first off the lot. In
November, and a bit more so in October,
many low-kilometer utes were selling for
more than 95% of their MSRP. Still, prices
of these larger vehicles remain incredibly
high compared with 2019 despite the slight
pullback. Light trucks and SUVs are currently
45% above where they were last year (see
Chart 3).

Passenger cars on the other hand were not
as constrained by the upper limits of vehicle
prices in November. This was reflected by the
stable 2% growth experienced in this segment.
Comparatively, astronomical price gains by
utes over the previous six months have made
some consumers reconsider a passenger car
despite a secular change in preferences. Going
into November, passenger car prices were
26% above where they were the previous
year compared with 48% for larger vehicles.
This price discrepancy led some consumers to
choose a passenger car in November.
There are reasons on both the supply and
demand sides of the equation that have led

to the historic rise in prices. On the supply
side, vehicle availability remains an issue for
both new and used vehicles. New-vehicle
supplies remained limited because of worldwide production and supply chain slowdowns
that have occurred due to the pandemic.
Consumers have reported waiting weeks for
some of the more popular models of new
trucks and SUVs.
Since new and used vehicles both fulfill
the need for transportation, new-vehicle
sales were helped in October by record
used-vehicle prices (see Chart 4). Still, decreased new-vehicle sales over the previous
six months have in turn led to a decrease in

Chart 1: Prices Inch Higher in November

Chart 2: Price Growth Slows
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Chart 3: Larger Vehicles Hit Growth Limits

Chart 4: New-Vehicle Sales Up in October
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available used vehicles. Fewer new-vehicle
sales mean fewer trade-ins. Additionally,
lease extensions significantly restrained
used-vehicle supply from May through September. Finally, most fleet vehicles have
been driven significantly less than before
the pandemic because of travel restrictions
and increased digital work. Fewer kilometers
traveled by fleets lead to a decline in vehicle
turnover for one of the largest suppliers of
used vehicles in the marketplace.
At the same time supply remains constrained, consumers are demanding private
vehicles. Australia’s stringent response to
the virus helped it outperform Europe and
the Americas in controlling the outbreak and
returning the economy closer to a sense of
normalcy. Still, public transit usage remains
more than 25% below its pre-pandemic level,
according to Apple mobility data (see chart
5). The mobility data are a bit skewed because of the seasonal nature of travel increasing as the weather begins to warm.
Recent mobility readings also show that
trends of diminished public transit usage do
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Chart 5: Mobility Rates Rising
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5
the virus is no longer
a deciding factor. This will lead to less overall
the downside. If vehicle demand drops sigdemand for personal vehicles.
nificantly as the virus is effectively managed
We expect seasonally adjusted used-veand people are vaccinated, then many cars
hicle prices to turn south as the calendar
purchased for use during the pandemic may
turns to 2021. The price drop is not expected hit the market at once. In this case, prices
to be steep or sudden, but rather a slow
will fall faster than currently expected. Still,
turn and flattening as the economy returns
this risk remains limited as people will likely
to normal patterns of driving and vehicle
hold on to their vehicles as things slowly
usage. Risks to this forecast are weighted to
return to normal.
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